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Abstract 
This paper presents control analysis and design for an aircraft 
electric starter-generator system based on a Permanent Magnet 
Machine (PMM) operated in Flux-Weakening mode (FW). The 
focus is on detailed stability analysis which helped to discover an 
intrinsic instability when operating the PMM in FW mode. An 
adaptive voltage magnitude controller, including a variable 
current limit, is proposed and shown to guarantee stable 
operation. The analytical findings are verified by experimental 
investigation. 
1 Introduction 
Many aircraft system technologies are undergoing major changes 
due to a global tendency towards environmentally responsible air 
transportation. The state-of-the art on-board systems are 
expected to be more efficient, safer, simpler in servicing and 
easier in maintenance [1], [2]. As a result, many existing 
hydraulic and pneumatic power driven systems are being 
replaced by their electrical counterparts. This trend is known as a 
move towards the “More Electric Aircraft” (MEA) in which a 
large number of new electrical loads have been introduced. 
Therefore electric power generation systems have a key role in 
supporting this technological trend. 
The current starter/generator (S/G) technology employs a three-
stage wound-field synchronous machine. However, performing a 
starter function requires an additional winding hence 
compromising the overall system weight and adding complexity 
to the machine. Advances in modern power electronics now 
allow the developers to consider including other machine types 
within the S/G. This results in substantial improvements in 
power density (kW/kg) and overall system performance. One of 
the potential solutions is to employ a permanent magnet machine 
(PMM) in future S/G systems. However, operation of a PMM at 
high speed, with limited dc bus voltage, requires operation in 
Flux-Weakening (FW) mode [[3]]-[5]. It has been found that 
rigorous control design for PMMs in generation and FW mode 
has not been studied in enough details, hence the paper addresses 
this gap. 
There are many control strategies presented within literature for 
FW of PMM. Among them is the voltage magnitude control 
strategy [6], [8]-[[9]], where the reference flux current is directly 
controlled by the voltage controller while the torque current 
reference dynamically limited in order to satisfy the current limit 
Imax. The voltage controller is applied to provide the phase angle 
of the PMM reference current vector [11], however it is designed 
for motoring mode only. Another FW voltage control approach 
is presented in [7], [12]: here the voltage angle is determined by 
a single current controller, while the voltage magnitude is set to 
the maximum output value from the converter. In [7], the d-axis 
current controller is used for motoring mode and the voltage 
control loop is switched to the q-axis current controller in 
generating mode. The drawbacks of this approach are poor 
stability and the requirement of mechanisms to change the 
control between constant torque and FW mode. In [12], 
modifications to this control are proposed to achieve smooth 
transition. However, the focus of [7-12] was on motoring mode. 
This paper reports a detailed analysis and control design of FW 
control for PMM-based starter-generator addressing both 
generating and motoring modes. Potentially unstable area of 
operation is identified and an adaptive current limitation and 
voltage controller are designed to stabilize the control system. 
2 PMM Plant Model 
The control system of this study is depicted in Fig. 1. The 
controlled plant includes the PMM and associated converter. The 
PMM is considered in the synchronously rotating dq reference 
frame with the d axis aligned to the machine rotor [[3]], [[4]]. 
The PMM model is given as [[3]], [13]: 
    = − + 
 +  (1-a) 
    = − − 
 − 
 +   (1-b) 
  
 =  +  −  +   (1-c) 
  = (
)   (1-d) 
where: vd, vq, id and iq are the d and q-axis voltage and current 
components and the positive current is the current flowing into 
the machine. Rs, Ld and Lq are the stator resistance and 
inductances, ωr and ωre (ωre = ppωr) are the mechanical and 
electrical rotor speeds, r is the permanent magnet flux. Km is the 
machine constant, Km = 3pp/2. pp is the PMM number of pole 
pairs. J is the system inertia. Tl is the load torque. The system 
parameters used in this study are given in Appendix I. 
Typically, the operation of the PMM is limited by the maximum 
output current Imax and voltage available from the converter. 
These limits are obeyed in the PMM control system such that the 
machine current is limited to Imax. and the machine voltage is 
controlled to avoid converter overmodulation. 
The PMM current and stator voltage magnitude are controlled 
using classical cascaded control loops (Fig. 1). The current 
controls employ PI controllers designed for 400Hz bandwidth at 
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ζ=0.95. In FW mode, the outer voltage controller (Vcont) is 
controlling the PMM stator voltage via id-ref. The value of iq-ref 
(torque control) is set to either i*q-limited or i*q-unlimited. This 
strategy results in two modes of operation; limited iq mode and 
unlimited iq mode. In the limited iq mode, a current limiter is 
used to determine i*q-limited based on the values of Imax and id-ref. 
However, in the unlimited iq mode, iq-ref is set independent of id-ref 
and is equal to i*q-unlimited. 
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Fig. 1  The overall control system of the PMM. 
3 Flux-weakening Control Loop Analysis 
In FW the stator voltage magnitude Vs is controlled to match the 
maximum output voltage from the converter Vs*. The voltage 
magnitude is derived as: 
    =  +  (2) 
The Vs value is compared to Vs* and the error is processed by the 
voltage controller producing id-ref. The machine torque is 
controlled by iq-ref within maximum current limit Imax. The 
priority is given to id-ref  hence:: 
    ≤ "#$ −    (3) 
When current limitation is activated, iq follows the reference 
value calculated by (3) and hence it depends on id-ref. In this 
mode, id-ref alone defines the active and reactive power provided 
to the PMM by the converter. The two current control modes 
will now be subjected to detailed analysis. 
3.1 Voltage control loop analysis in unlimited iq mode 
The model of voltage control loop is clearly nonlinear hence it 
was linearized for small signal analysis and control design. The 
small-signal model for (2) is given as: 
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(
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 (4) 
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Variables indexed with zero denote their steady-state value 
around the selected linearization point. From (4), one can obtain 
the small signal Open Loop Transfer Function (OLTF) ∆Vs/∆id 
by considering iq and ωre as disturbances: 
 
∆)*
∆3' (,) =
4
)*(
#556#76#(
8768(   (5) 
where a0, a1, a2, b0 and b1 are constant coefficients depending on 
operational point. The transfer function (5) has two zeros and 
one pole. However, for special cases when the PMM is surface-
mounted (SPMM), i.e. Ld = Lq, or when the machine is assumed 
connected to a constant speed shaft the TF (5) can be reduced to 
(6) with only one zero: 
 
∆)*
∆3' (,) =
4
)*( -, + - + -
-  (6) 
The small signal model (4)-(6) of the voltage control loop is 
represented by the block diagram shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of the voltage control loop small signal model. 
All zeros and poles of the system Fig. 2 are fixed except the zero 
of TF (6), which changes position on the s-plane depending on 
the PMM operation, i.e. motoring mode or generation mode. 
From (6), the operating points at which the zero jumps from the 
left-side to the right-side of the s-plane occur at vd = 0 hence 
when: 
3+(
3'( =
3+91:;
3'91:; =
<*
01:=+  (7) 
This effect results in a non-minimum phase control loop in 
motoring mode; therefore a careful control design is required. 
Figure 3 illustrates the trajectories of the system zeros for a 
PMM in FW for different speeds and iq currents. 
Based on (7) and the results shown in Fig. 3, the voltage 
controller is designed for the worst case scenario, i.e. when the 
voltage control loop is non-minimum phase at large i0q in 
motoring mode. At this design conditions, the zero is close to the 
origin of the s-plane and nearly independent of the motor speed 
(see Fig. 3, the trajectories converge at high i0q). 
 
Fig. 3 The trajectory of the zero of the TF (6) in unlimited iq mode. 
For the purpose of voltage control design, the poles and zeros of 
the TF ∆Vs/∆id-ref  are first calculated for the following 
conditions: 3600 rpm, i0q = 8A (the iq nominal value), and Vs = 
250V; these are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Zeros and poles of ∆Vs/∆id-ref (i0q=8A, 3600 rpm, Vs=250V) 
Z1 Z2 P1,2 
3132.2 -686.2 -1128.8±362.3i 
 
Based on the positions of Z1, Z2 and P1,2, it is found sufficient to 
use only an integral voltage controller. The corresponding root 
locus of the loop is given in Fig. 4. The controller gain kiv should 
not exceed 396 and selected value is kiv =100 The CLTF poles at 
kiv =100 are marked by red crosses in Fig. 4.  
 
Fig. 4 Root locus of the voltage control loop with integral voltage 
controller in unlimited iq mode. 
3.2 Voltage control loop analysis in limited iq mode 
Dynamic iq-ref limitation can occur when the PMM is requested 
to produce large torque in FW (either in motoring or in 
generating mode). As soon as the speed exceeds the nominal 
value, iq-ref must be reduced to satisfy the current limit (3). This 
will result in the following small signal model: 
         
∆3+91:;
∆3'91:; =
3'91:;
>?@A5 3'91:;5
= − 3'(3+(  (8) 
Using (4) and (8), one can derive for the limited iq mode: 
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where a0, a1, a2, b0 and b1 are constant coefficients depending on 
operational point. 
For the analysis, the TF of iq and id control loops assumed 
identical. Under the constant speed, TF (9) is reduced to: 
 
∆)*
∆3' (,) =
4
3+()*( (B, + B4)    (10) 
The reduced order TF (10) has only one zero; the trajectories of 
this zero at different operating speeds are shown in Fig. 5: 
 
Fig. 5 The trajectory of the zero of the TF (10) for limited iq mode 
Contrary to the zero of TF (6), the zero of (10) is on the right-
side of the s-plane in generating mode. As such, the voltage 
control loop will change from being a minimum phase to a non-
minimum phase when the current control mode is changed from 
unlimited to limited iq mode or vice versa. Therefore, the 
transition between the control modes on the voltage control 
should be considered when selecting the design value of kiv. 
The trajectories in Fig. 5 show that the zero moves towards the 
origin with a decreasing iq. As a result the voltage control loop 
can go unstable if the integration gain kiv remains 100. In 
practice, operation of the system at small iq-ref in limited iq mode 
is a rare practical situation. Let us assume for the purpose of 
analysis that Imax is intentionally reduced to a small value in 
generating, for example - to 1.64 A; hence i0q=1A at 3600 rpm 
and Vs = 250 V. The root locus for this case is shown in Fig. 6: 
this highlights the unstable CLTF poles for kiv=100 (marked in 
red crosses). Hence the need to use adaptive kiv gain. 
 
Fig. 6 Root locus of voltage control loop for limited iq mode. 
4 Voltage controller design 
The analysis in the previous section shows that in order to 
maintain stable operation in limited iq and generating mode, kiv 
should be adaptively changing. In order to determine the stability 
boundary limits for kiv, the Routh Hurwitz criterion is applied to 
the closed-loop TF of the voltage loop. From (6) and (10), the 
open-loop TF is expressed in a general form as: 
 CD& = EFG  3(,) ∆)*∆3' (,)  (11) 
where  3(,) = HF(IF)(JF7)(JF5)  and  
∆)*
∆3' (,) = K&(, − L&). 
Gi, Zi, Pi1, Pi2 are the gain, zero and poles of Tfid(s). Gv and Zv are 
the gain and the zero of ∆Vs/∆id obtained from (6) and (10) for 
unlimited and limited iq modes. Hence, the characteristic 
equation of the voltage control loop is given by: 
NO,O + N, + N4,4 + N- = 0   (12) 
where 	N- = R3&K3K&L3L&, N4 = S34S3 − R3&K3K&(L3 + L&),    ; N = R3&K3K& − S34 − S3 and NO = 1. 
The Routh stability conditions for (12) to be stable are: c3, c2, c1 
and c0 should be > 0 and c2c1 > c3c0. Hence, for a stable voltage 
control loop, the range of kiv should be bounded by the limits 
obtained from (12) as: 
R3&4 = JF76JF5HFHG   (13-a) 
R3& = JF7JF5HFHG(UF6UG)   (13-b) 
R3&O = ,VW(K3K&L3L&)   (13-c)  
XR3& + YR3& + Z = 0  (13-d) 
where X = −K3K&(L3 + L&) ; Z = −(S34 + S3)S34S3 and Y =K3K&[(L3 + L&)(S34 + S3) − L3L& + S34S3\   
The four equations in (13) give five boundary limits. Three of 
these boundary limits are obtained from (13a-c) kiv-lmt1-3 and two 
kiv-lmt4 and kiv-lmt5 are obtained from the solution of (13d):  
 R3&3] = 4^ −Y − √Y − 4XZ (14-a) 
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 R3&3a = 4^ −Y + √Y − 4XZ (14-b) 
The range of kiv for stable operation is bounded by these five 
boundary limits as depicted in Fig. 7. 
 
Fig. 7 kiv range for stable operation in limited iq mode. 
The range of kiv for stable operation is highlighted in yellow for 
all operating points at ωr = 3600 rpm, Vs = 250V. Note that for 
any positive kiv in motoring the voltage loop is stable. However, 
kiv is limited by the kiv-lmt4 trajectory (14-a) in generating (red 
line in Fig. 7). The limit kiv-lmt4 decreases with decreasing iq until 
iq reaches a critical value at which kiv has to be changed to a 
negative value to maintain stable operation. At this critical iq 
value the zero-trajectory in Fig. 5 crosses the zero line. The 
critical value of iq is obtained from (10) by solving the quadratic 
equation a1 = 0 to obtain iq. In order to simplify the solution, the 
resultant quadratic equation is reduced to a first order equation 
by assuming the saliency of the PMM is small enough to replace 
Ld and Lq by the average value of the PMM inductance, i.e. Lav = 
0.5(Ld + Lq). This is substituted into (a1 = 0) and solved as: 
  b 	~	 <*3'
(
-.a01:='6=+  (15) 
The (15) is the current at which the sign of kiv is required to 
become negative in order to maintain stable operation. This is 
difficult to implement in a practical system since iq-crt is 
dependent on the PMM parameters which can vary during 
operation. The more practical scenario is to avoid operating the 
PMM in the unstable area, i.e. when in generating and limited iq 
mode and |iq| is less than |iq-crt|. The unstable area of operation is 
highlighted in “blue” in Fig. 7. For the stable areas of operation 
in generating and limited iq mode, the value of kiv is adaptively 
set equal to half the value of boundary limit kiv-lmt4 (14a) and 
when kiv-lmt3 > 0. The adaptive kiv is given as: 
 R3&##J = 4R3&3] ; with R3&O d 0   (16) 
To avoid the unstable operating area by a sufficient margin, Imax 
should be high enough so that the resultant iq-ref from (3) is larger 
than 2iq-crt (15). This condition is fulfilled by: 
 "#$ d ",   " = e  + 	2bg (17) 
The range of kiv for stable operation in unlimited iq mode is also 
calculated at 3600 rpm and highlighted in yellow in Fig. 8. It is 
noted that kiv is always positive and can be set as high as possible 
in generating mode. In motoring mode, the limit decreases with 
increase in iq. However, in this case the limit is still high enough 
to allow selecting kiv values to provide good dynamic 
performance. 
 
Fig. 8  kiv range for stable operation in unlimited iq mode 
5 Proposed Current Limiting Strategy 
The analysis in the previous section shows that the voltage 
control loop is unstable when in limited iq and generating mode. 
In fact, this instability is a natural result of using the iq-ref 
limitation (3), which results in a varying gradient of iq-ref with 
respect to id-ref, see (8). The rate of change of ∆iq-ref/∆id-ref (8) 
increases until it reaches ∞ when iq approaches 0.  This high 
value of ∆iq-ref/∆id-ref causes the unstable area shown in Fig. 7. 
It is therefore proposed to modify the current limiting model (3) 
(which is a circle trajectory) to limit the value of ∆iq-ref/∆id-ref (the 
gradient of the circle trajectory) when iq-ref is small in generating 
mode only. This is a novel addition to the control strategy. The 
proposed current limiting trajectory is given by the thick red line 
shown in Fig. 9 and is defined by the angle φ and Imax.  
 
Fig. 9 Proposed current limiting trajectory. 
The angle φ is a specific angle (position) of the PMM current 
vector at which the proposed limiting trajectory is enabled to 
calculate iq-ref instead of (3). The value of the angle φ is the one at 
which iq-ref is equal to two times iq-crt (15) or when Imax = Ilmt (see 
(17)). This is to give sufficient margin for the control system to 
switch from (3) to the modified current limiting trajectory before 
reaching the unstable area. Hence, from Fig. 9, (14) and (16): 
 tan(φ) = 	 <*-.a01:='6=+  (18) 
By the analysis of the blue-line triangle in Fig. 9, iq-ref is 
calculated from the proposed trajectory (red line) as: 
  = − >?@Aklm(φ) −  tan(90 − φ)  (19) 
hence the small signal model of (19) is: 
 
∆3+91:;
∆3'91:; = −tan	(90 − φ)  (20) 
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which is a constant value for a given speed. The boundary limit 
kiv-lmt4 at different speeds is plotted in Fig. 10 when using only 
the current limiter (3). Fig. 11 shows the resultant stabilised 
result when using the proposed current limiting trajectory (19). It 
is clearly seen that the proposed current limiting technique has a 
crucial stabilising effect on system: if the unstable area of 
operation in Fig. 10 increases with the speed, in Fig. 11 it is 
completely eliminated when the proposed variable current 
limiting mechanism is employed. 
 
Fig. 10 Unstable area in limited iq and generating mode using the 
current limiting model (3) only. 
 
Fig. 11 Stabilisation of voltage control loop in limited iq and generating 
mode using the proposed variable current limit (19). 
Summarizing previous Sections, the conducted small-signal 
stability analysis and control design for FW voltage control of 
PMMs have shown that the voltage control loop is non-
minimum phase in unlimited iq mode while it is minimum phase 
in generating mode. While in limited iq in generating mode, the 
voltage control loop is unstable if iq-ref is small. A variable 
current limit method is proposed to eliminate the intrinsic 
instability of the voltage control. kiv is adaptively adjusted to 
maintain operation in the stable areas and to provide good 
dynamic performance. 
These main findings of the stability analysis and control design 
are experimentally validated in the next section. 
6 Experimental Investigation and Validation 
An experimental test rig including a 3kW PMM was built in 
order to validate the small signal modelling, stability analysis 
and control design presented in the previous sections. The PMM 
is connected to a commercial 4Q DC drive that acts as an active 
load. The PMM is driven by a PWM converter with 12.5 kHz 
switching frequency and controlled by a DSP/FPGA control 
platform. Various test scenarios are implemented to validate the 
main findings of the theoretical study. 
6.1 Stability Analysis Validation Testing 
The obtained stability boundary limits for kiv given in the 
previous sections will be validated in this section for unlimited 
and limited iq modes respectively. 
Unlimited iq case 
In order to investigate the kiv stability limit given in Fig. 8, the 
PMM is driven at 3600 rpm (105% of nominal speed) and 
operated in unlimited iq control mode with iq-ref = 4A (motoring 
mode, ~50% load). The voltage reference is constant and equal 
to 250 V. The value of kiv is set to 650, just below the stability 
boundary limit, and then changed to 700 to hit the limit. The 
experiment results are shown in Fig. 12. It can be seen that the 
system is stable at kiv = 650 and becomes unstable after the 
change of kivat t~0.422s. This result confirms the stability 
analysis shown in Fig. 8 and proves the non-minimum phase 
behavior of the PMM voltage control loop in motoring mode 
with unlimited iq. 
 
Fig. 12 Experimental validation of kiv stability limit for unlimited iq and 
motoring mode of operation. 
The test was repeated under generating mode with iq-ref = -4 A. 
kiv is changed from 100 to 1000. The experimental results are 
shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen that the voltage control remains 
stable after the change of kiv at t ~ 0.388s. As with the previous 
test, this experimentally confirms the small signal analysis given 
in Fig. 8 and proves the minimum phase behaviour of the system 
in generating mode with unlimited iq. 
 
Fig. 13 Experimental validation of kiv stability limit for unlimited iq and 
generating mode of operation. 
Limited iq Case 
In this test, the stability boundary limit for kiv at point B in Fig. 7 
will be validated during generating mode with limited iq. The 
PMM is again operated at 3600 rpm with the voltage reference 
set to 250V. In limited iq mode, (3) is used for the current 
limiting. Imax is set to 4.5 A which results in iq-ref = -4 A. kiv is 
first set = 400 and then changed to 550 to cross point B in Fig. 7. 
The obtained experimental results are shown in Fig. 14. It is 
found that the voltage control becomes unstable after changing 
kiv to 550 (at t ~ 0.544 s), which therefore experimentally 
validates the theoretical stability boundary limit shown in Fig. 7 
(see point B). 
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Fig. 14 Experimental validation of kiv stability limit for limited iq and 
generating mode of operation. 
The test was repeated under motoring mode with iq-ref = 4 A. The 
gain kiv was changed from 100 to 1000. The obtained test results 
show the system operates stably after the change of kiv to 1000. 
This experimentally confirms the minimum phase behaviour of 
the voltage control loop in limited iq and motoring mode. 
6.3 Validation of Adaptive kiv Gain 
In this test, the smooth and stable transition of the operating 
point from generating to motoring mode, using the adaptive gain 
and the current limiting (19) was investigated. 
The adaptive gain kiv-adapt model (16) is implemented using a 
lookup table mapped against the motor speed and iq-ref. kiv is 
adaptively changed within minimum and maximum limits equal 
to 15 and 100. At the beginning of the test, the PMM is operated 
at 3700 rpm in generating mode with Imax = 4A. Then, Imax is 
slowly decreased to 1.7A within 1s and remains fixed at 1.7A for 
a further 1s. Afterwards, the operating mode is changed to 
motoring (at t = 2.3 s) and Imax is gradually increased from 1.7 A 
to 4.5 A. The results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 15. The 
results show stable operation even at small Imax. In addition, the 
PMM also transfers smoothly from generating to motoring 
mode. Note that there are oscillations in the id and iq currents 
during the period 2.7s to 3.3s. These oscillations are due to 
disturbances originated from the DC drive controller during 
regenerative mode and have no link with the voltage control loop 
of the PMM. 
 
Fig. 15 Experimental investigation of modified current trajectory and 
adaptive kiv. 
The experimental results shown in Fig. 15 confirm the 
importance of using the adaptive kiv and the proposed variable 
current limit to achieve stable voltage control in limited iq and 
generating mode. 
7 Conclusions 
The paper has reported detailed analysis and control design for a 
PMM-based aircraft starter-generator operated in FW mode. The 
FW control of the PMM was found to have intrinsic instability 
with small iq in generating and limited current mode. This is due 
to the high gradient of the traditional circle based current 
limiting trajectory used in FW. A new variable current limit with 
reduced gradient at small iq is proposed and the approach is 
analytically proven to eliminate these unstable areas. Also, an 
adaptive voltage controller is designed to achieve good dynamic 
performance irrespective of the operating point of the PMM. The 
designed adaptive voltage controller with the new current limit 
approach has guaranteed stable operation in various operating 
modes of the PMM. The analytical small signal based analysis 
and the proposed control design with the expected system 
performance were successfully verified and validated by 
experimental investigation.  
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Appendix I. PMM and Control Parameters 
p = 3, Rs = 1.25 Ω, Ld = 6.17 mH, Lq = 8.38 mH, r = 0.23 Wb, ωrn = 
3400 rpm, kpid = 12.28, kiid = 8428.3, kpiq = 15.99, kiiq = 10724. 
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